
Recommendation I.221 - Common specific characteristics of services 

1. Introduction

The principles of Telecommunication Services supported by an ISDN and the means to describe them are 
given in Recommendation I.210.

The attribute technique and values of attributes, which form part of the standardized description method, 
(see Recommendation I.130) for services, are given in Recommendation I.140.

This Recommendation refers to and details the common specific characteristics of services for both basic 
services and supplementary services.

2. Scope and content of the Recommendation

This Recommendation identifies and describes those common specific characteristics of services which 
are a common feature of both individual services and help to form a relationship between services.

These characteristics are used in a consistent manner throughout the ISDN services and are intended to be
service independent. They are used, for instance, to help to identify the situations under which certain supplementary
services are invoked during the operation of basic services.

3. Common specific characteristics

3.1 Definition of busy in an ISDN

3.1.1 Scope

This section describes the conditions under which a given ISDN destination is considered "busy". In 
general, this occurs whenever the resources associated with that destination (and needed to successfully complete 
the call) exist but are not available for that call. In existing networks, such as the PSTN, this is indicated to the 
calling subscriber by "busy tone".

In addition, the operation of certain ISDN supplementary services occurs when certain of these resources 
are busy. Therefore, these "resource busy" conditions are also described herein.

This section does not cover the cases where network resources not associated with a given destination are 
unavailable, or when such resources are out-of-service or otherwise non-functional.

3.1.2 Resources

Two main categories of resources may become involved in the determination of "busy": a) interface 
resources and b) customer resources.

a) Interface resources include the signalling channel (D channel), other physical channels (B and H 
channels), logical channels (for packet-mode services) and maximum number of calls supported. It is noted that with
the ongoing activities on "calls vs connections" other interface resources may become important in the future.

For the purposes of this Recommendation, the signalling channel is considered to be always available and 
with sufficient capacity to handle signalling for new calls. Situations where this is not true are considered to be 
"failure conditions" and are not covered here. For the other interface resources descriptions are given below of what 



is meant when they are considered busy.

b) Subscriber resources include the terminal(s) themselves and the persons or processes using them. 
For the purposes of this Recommendation, it is not considered significant which of the subscriber resources are busy,
or why. An indication from the subscriber that (some, necessary) subscriber resources are busy is sufficient.

3.1.3 Resource busy conditions

Three resource busy conditions have been found necessary to refer to and are defined below:

1) Channels busy: This condition occurs when there is no appropriate information channel (physical or
logical) available for the network to use for the call.

2) Maximum number of total calls reached: This condition occurs when the maximum number of 
total calls supported at the given subscriber's interface(s) has been reached.

3) Subscriber busy: This condition is indicated by the subscriber's terminal equipment, e.g. by having
all compatible terminals which could respond to the call request indicate "user busy"  either, when they 
are offered a call, or, in response to an enquiry from the network.

3.1.4 Procedural aspects

The resource busy conditions described above significantly influence the call offering procedures, both 
for the basic ISDN calls and for calls
that may involve ISDN supplementary services. The procedural aspects of call offering are outlined below and shown in 
Figure 1/I.221.

1) Assume that a call of a telecommunications service subscribed to by the called subscriber is about to be 
offered.

2) If all of the appropriate user-network interface information channels are busy (i.e., channels busy) and 
either the network does not support the offering of additional calls beyond the number of appropriate channels, or the 
maximum number of such additional calls has been reached, the network will clear the call (see also item 7 below) and 
indicate "network determined user busy" back towards the calling subscriber.

3) Similarly, if the maximum number of total calls supported at the given subscriber's interface(s) has been 
reached, the network will clear the call (see also item 7 below) and indicate "network determined user busy" back towards 
the calling subscriber.

4) Otherwise, the network offers the call to the subscriber.

5) If any compatible terminal responds "positively" to the call offering, i.e., gives some indication that the 
call may progress towards successful completion, the normal call offering procedure should continue.

6) If no compatible terminal responds "positively" but one or more compatible terminal responds "user busy"
then when the response- to-call-offering timeout occurs, the network will clear the call with the indication "user determined 
user busy".

7) It is recognized that for the determination of a "network determined user busy" condition, the network 
does not assume any knowledge of whether or not a compatible terminal exists at the called interface. This may mask the 
determination of a "no compatible terminal available" condition, i.e., a NDUB condition may be returned when, in fact, no 



compatible terminal is connected. The use of an explicit compatibility check to prevent this from occuring is a service 
provider option and is for further study.

3.1.5 Definition of busy

An ISDN destination is considered to be busy if either a "network determined user busy" or a "user determined 
user busy" condition occurs, as described above.

Notes to Figure 1/I.221

Note 1 - This figure illustrates the procedural aspects and the situations which give rise to a clearing procedure containing 
user busy information. It does not attempt to define any signalling protocol or the design of a network.

Note 2 - Points a), b) and c) have been identified to assist in the description of ISDN supplementary services.

Note 3 - The capability to support additional call offerings and the determination of the maximum number of such 
additional calls, may involve the use of a supplementary service, e.g. Call Waiting.


